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Lithium Battery Safety in the Water Industry

This document is intended to address questions about the
safety of non-rechargeable lithium cells, lithium batteries and
equipment containing lithium batteries. We hope you find it
helpful. But we are here to answer any additional questions
you may have: creasefield.co.uk 01460 54800
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Introduction

Lithium battery technology enables device manufacturers to produce products with highly
desirable characteristics such as long life, wide operating temperatures and the ability to use
powerful communications modules within their equipment.
The demand for these attributes has spurred development of lithium battery cells with high
energy density and capable of high current rates. These products are in particular demand
within the water industry for data logger and flow meter-type products for their long
operational life and high capacity.
These products are safe when used within manufacturer recommended limits, however
should be considered hazardous when abused. Battery packs and equipment using lithium
batteries should be designed and used in a way that ensures the battery can only be
operated within the published parameters and in accordance with intended use to avoid
hazardous conditions. Battery and device manufacturers must take care to ensure safety
of products in their intended use and in case of reasonably foreseeable misuse.
This document is intended to help organisations involved
in procurement, design or commissioning of equipment
containing non-rechargeable lithium batteries address
concerns in two areas:
1. Why use lithium batteries?
2. The safety of lithium cells, lithium batteries and
equipment containing lithium batteries.
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Reducing exposure to risk is a universal business concern and
while data loggers with non-rechargeable lithium-based power
sources have been used successfully and safely for many years,
an understanding of battery technology and hazards is key to
ensure a continued track record of safety.
Product failures are being linked in the media (sometimes
incorrectly) to lithium batteries without understanding of
the underlying causes, potential faults and failure modes. Safe
usage of batteries and battery powered devices requires that
all involved, from the battery industry to equipment designers
to end users, are aware of the hazards and act accordingly.
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Why use lithium batteries?

The electrochemical system used inside the majority of long
life logger type products in the water industry is the nonrechargeable lithium thionyl chloride (LTC) chemistry.
This system provides excellent shelf life, extremely low selfdischarge and a very high energy density, enabling devices
using it to achieve a long run-time in remote deployments. It
therefore offers extremely desirable properties for a range of
equipment types. For the water industry, this allows devices
to be specified for long-term deployments (5 years+) without
the economic and environmental costs of regular battery
replacement and in-field servicing needed when using
other technologies.

For safe and successful use it is important to understand
the basic properties of the LTC cell and the different
construction types, along with their safety features
and standards.
LTC cells are typically considered to be industrial products
and are mainly assembled into custom industrial battery
packs for use in complete devices by original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs) or for industrial battery packs. They
are not generally seen in the consumer market, unlike alkaline
or NiMH cells.
Under the umbrella of LTC, there are two main types of cell
construction and within each different cells optimised for
specific applications are available. Due to these differences,
the cells are not considered to be interchangeable, and are
treated as separate product types, used in industrial battery
packs for technician replacement only.
Use of lithium thionyl chloride cells in the water industry
is typically in data logger, flow meter and leak detection
devices positioned on or close to water pipes. These devices
present special challenges for product designers due to
the environmental conditions encountered and demanding
customer requirements. In most cases, these devices use
modems which require a relatively high and stable voltage
with a high current pulse on transmission. These devices
must function for 5+ years without maintenance and in all
temperature conditions. To meet these demands, the most
appropriate specification is typically a non-user replaceable
industrial battery pack.
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The safety of lithium cells, lithium
batteries and equipment containing
lithium batteries.
Many decisions and actions influence the overall safety
of equipment containing batteries. It is useful to break
this down into three levels to help identify and avoid
hazardous conditions:

Both bobbin and spiral LTC cells use the same basic chemical
reaction and contain similar chemicals, but differences in
construction mean they are tailored to different usage
profiles and have different safety features accordingly. Within
each type, there are a number of variations across different
manufacturers and product ranges and designers must be
sure to specify the correct type of cell for their usage profile
and take into account the performance and safety aspects of
each cell based on manufacturer guidelines.

1. Ensuring safety at cell and chemistry level
2. Ensuring safety at external battery pack
and “battery in equipment” levels
3. Ensuring in-field and end-user safety

Ensuring safety at cell and chemistry level

Bobbin Cell

Construction and chemistry
The two main types of lithium thionyl chloride cell have
distinct characteristics making them appropriate for differing
equipment demands and intended uses.

Positive terminal
Plastic cover
Welding seam
Cell cover

Bobbin cells are constructed with a single large cylindrical
cathode and lithium anode rolled around the inside of the cell
case. This construction allows very high capacity but limits
the ability to deliver current, meaning that they must be used
as part of a hybrid system incorporating supercapacitors or
Tadiran HLC devices to deal with the occasional peaks of
current necessary for many loggers’ radio communication.
This type of cell is especially suited to long-term
deployments (potentially 20+ years), as it offers the lowest
rate of self-discharge and the highest possible capacity.
Spiral cells use thin layers of anode and cathode material
wound into a tight spiral formation inside the cell case. This
construction maximises the surface area of the cathode but
more space in the cell can is taken up with inactive materials.
Therefore, maximum current delivery is higher but available
capacity is lower than a similarly sized bobbin cell. This
allows spiral cells to power modem modules directly, saving
cost and reducing assembly size by removing the need for
the extra components needed in a hybrid system.

Glass to metal seal
Electrolyte
Insulator
Current collector
Lithium anode
Cathode
Separator
Insulating sleeve
Cell can
Negative terminal

Spiral Cell
Positive terminal
Cell fuse
Spacer
Glass to metal seal
Cell cover
Cell can
Insulating Sleeve
Current collector
Lithium anode
Separator
Cathode
Vent
Negative terminal
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Safety Features
Low current capability is an inherent property of the bobbintype construction. It also means that in a short circuit
situation, the cell voltage quickly collapses and high currents
are not sustained. This means that cell heating and internal
pressure is inherently limited and high levels of current cannot
be sustained. In the case of Tadiran LTC cells:-

L ithium cells and batteries are considered to be Dangerous
Goods under ADR, IMO and IATA transport regulations. As
such, cells and batteries must meet the requirements listed
in section 38.3 of the UN Manual of Tests and Criteria, and
be shipped in accordance with the relevant legislation in
approved packaging.
 ells should also be listed by UL under the recognised
C
component scheme to show acceptance under UL1642.

‘In the event of an unintentional short-circuit the discharge
currents cannot exceed a limit that presents hazardous
situations. The heat generated, primarily at the contact surface
Ensuring safety at external battery pack
between the anode and cathode, can easily be dissipated
and “battery in equipment” levels
to the outside. The design leads to a safe cell that needs no
additional rupture vent.1’
Battery pack construction
Tadiran Batteries LTC Technical Brochure
The use of industrial battery packs is a solution to
the problem of varied customer demands for battery
The spiral-type construction exploits the inherently low
performance. Using a relatively small number of cells from
discharge rates available with LTC chemistry, and as a side
effect of this desirable property, is capable of delivering much different, reputable manufacturers, a wide variety of bespoke
higher currents under short-circuit conditions. Therefore, cells solutions can be designed to fit the various performance and
commercial requirements of a wide variety of end products.
such as the Saft LSH20 feature fuses to prevent a hazardous
Battery pack assembly is a specialised industry served by
situation in the event of excess current flow. Additionally,
spiral type cells always feature a safety vent built into the cell. independent manufacturing companies working with the
approval of cell manufacturers.
The fuse operates in cases of external short or high current
draw in order to prevent the cell overheating. The safety vent Creasefield is an independent battery manufacturer working
allows release of internal cell pressure in extreme ambient
with a range of chemistries and cell types, including both
temperatures or during an internal short.
Tadiran and Saft LTC cells. As such, Creasefield has access to
Understanding the safety features of the specific cell is critical
to the safety of the overall equipment design. Spiral and
bobbin cells cannot be treated as interchangeable items,
and each must be handled correctly according to the
manufacturer’s instructions to avoid hazardous conditions.
Differences between specific products must be understood
and manufacturers guidelines followed in every instance.

full technical support from both cell manufacturers and can
assist device manufacturers in correctly specifying batteries for
both performance and safety.

Connection of multiple batteries into large assemblies
requires that certain precautions are taken to prevent a
hazardous condition. Firstly, a cell designed for industrial
pack assembly is required. Cells which are not designed for
use in battery packs can have comparatively poor life and
compromised safety when assembled into a pack. Secondly,
Cell Safety Standards
All non-rechargeable [primary] lithium cells should be certified combining multiple cells in a single unit to achieve higher
to EN60086-4. This standard sets a series of guidelines for cell voltages and capacities increases the stored energy and
potential short circuit currents, so additional safety devices
manufacturers and cell level tests that must be passed by
must be considered.
such cells.

Specific guidance for Tadiran Batteries only. Other manufacturers may supply safety vents in bobbin construction cells.

1
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Equipment such as this
Primayer XiLog+ is
designed to withstand
harsh environments on
or near water pipes for
long periods of time.
NB: the device lid
incorporates a pressure
release mechanism
should the battery
pack vent.

Another approach to
avoid pressure build up
within equipment is to
incorporate a vent.
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As components within equipment and designs are changed
over time it is critical that any changes do not compromise
safety. The potential costs of failure must be kept in mind
when calculating component-level cost savings. For battery
and device manufacturers, purchasing and engineering
teams must work closely to prevent the mis-specification
of components based purely on cost and theoretical
performance.

Battery packs using LTC cells must be protected against
excessive currents, reverse charging and forced discharge
currents. This typically means that LTC battery packs require
one-shot or resettable type fuses at pack level and diode
protection at cell level to prevent reverse charging and
forced discharge. Specific requirements vary depending on
pack construction and cell choice. Device manufacturers
are encouraged to contact independent specialists such as
Creasefield for detailed advice.

Battery hazards in the water industry
Equipment used in the water industry is usually installed near
or on water pipes in a harsh environment for a long period of
time, and one of the main challenges for equipment designers
is to adequately protect electronics and batteries from water
ingress. Exposing a battery to water creates a potentially
hazardous situation, and causes damage inside the device,
so enclosures are regularly sealed to IP68 in an attempt to
prevent water leaking into the electronics.

All LTC batteries must meet applicable transport regulations
as set out by the ADR, IMO and IATA codes. For most
industrial battery packs, this means testing according to
section 38.3 of the UN Manual of Tests and Criteria and
shipping according to the relevant UN numbers, dangerous
goods class and packing groups. All lithium batteries must
be of a design type shown to have passed section 38.3 to
allow transportation outside of special provisions within the
transport regulations.
Batteries fitted in equipment
An isolated battery pack does no useful work until it is
connected to equipment. In fitting to equipment, it energises
circuitry and is typically enclosed in an outer plastic or
metal housing. Correct integration of a battery into a
device is critical both for performance and safety. Battery
manufacturers are obliged to provide device manufacturers
with guidelines for use of industrial batteries and specific
advice for products to allow safe and successful integration
with the end product. Integration of a battery pack to
a specific device requires a complete understanding of
intended usage and reasonably foreseeable misuse possible
with that device. Only with this understanding can both
device manufacturers and battery manufacturers be assured
that batteries will operate safely and within expected
parameters. As most industrial battery packs are a custom
solution, battery manufacturers will be able to provide
safety instructions for batteries on a case-by-case basis to
equipment designers.
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When using vented cells such as the Saft LSH20 spiral or
LS33600 bobbin a venting mechanism must be considered
for the enclosure. A fault which causes the battery to
vent will release gases into the immediate area around the
battery; released gases must be allowed to vent to prevent
pressure build-up and risk of explosion.
Fear of water ingress into equipment is justified as internal
electronics and batteries can be shorted and corroded by
exposure to moisture, but it is unlikely that lithium metal
will be exposed to water in such an instance. Lithium thionyl
chloride cells are constructed with a hermetically sealed
steel can, and water is unable to penetrate and reach the
lithium contained inside. Splashing or immersing a lithium
thionyl chloride cell in water is not permitted, however it
would not result in any reactive materials coming into contact
provided the integrity of the cell can is maintained. Over a
very long time period, corrosion may degrade can integrity
and allow water to enter, but all active materials will typically
be consumed before this stage, either by the electronics or
current flow through the water.
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In cases where the battery vents, for example if
temperatures exceed permissible limits, the battery will
function as designed. If reasonably foreseeable misuse will
cause the battery safety vent to activate, the device designer
must understand this mechanism and design the enclosure
such that a hazard is not created.
Appropriate consideration of intended use, reasonably
foreseeable misuse and hazards is essential and equipment
designers should be sure to refer to battery manufacturers
and cell manufacturers for guidelines on a case by case basis.
Perceived risks may then be mitigated through design at every
level of the product.

Ensuring in-field and end-user safety
Shipping and handling equipment containing lithium batteries
All lithium batteries and equipment containing lithium
batteries is regulated for transport by land, sea or air. In
most cases, LTC batteries are known as ‘lithium metal’ and
are shipped under UN3090, or UN3091 when packed in
equipment. All lithium batteries must be of a design type
shown to have passed the tests detailed in section 38.3 of
the UN Manual of Tests and Criteria or they are restricted to
shipping under special provisions. All battery manufacturers
should be able to provide written confirmation of a specific
design meeting these requirements. In all cases, independent
advice from a registered Dangerous Goods Safety Advisor is
recommended to ensure compliance.
End users
Ensuring that end users are aware of battery hazards is
critically important to ensure safe handling and use of
products containing lithium batteries. All devices will carry
a CE mark, but this is only a conditional guarantee of safety.
If devices containing lithium batteries are used outside of
parameters specified by manufacturers it creates a hazardous
condition. Therefore all devices should have a clear set of
usage guidelines to enable end users to use them in a safe
manner in line with manufacturer instructions.
Use of batteries in remote data loggers requires special
consideration for end user safety as they are typically devices
with many years of operational life. Manufacturer safety
requirements must be complied with throughout deployment,
from installation to removal, and disposal at end-of-life.
End-of-life and battery disposal
At end-of-life, batteries do not fall under WEEE, but legislation
known as the Battery Directive. This mandates that battery
producers have a responsibility to ensure proper recycling
of waste batteries returned to them. As such, all device
manufacturers should have clear instructions for dealing with
WEEE end-of-life and processes in place to ensure batteries
are dealt with appropriately.
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Key points

Non-rechargeable lithium cells should meet the
requirements of EN60086-4 and UN38.3, and
manufacturers should operate an effective QA system.
L ithium cells and batteries should be certified to UN38.3
and manufactured in accordance with cell manufacturer
guidelines under an effective quality management system.
L ithium batteries must be correctly integrated into end
products, in line with cell manufacturer and battery
manufacturer instructions, and with consideration
of the implications for overall product safety of using
a lithium battery.
Enclosure designs for all spiral wound cells and vented
bobbin cells must incorporate a pressure release mechanism
to avoid the hazards presented by device over-pressure.
E quipment designers must consider
both intended use and reasonably foreseeable misuse.
Water companies, their technicians and contractors must
be informed how to handle equipment containing lithium
batteries, hazards of lithium batteries and precautions to
take in case of incident involving lithium batteries.
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Conclusion

Safety of LTC batteries and products containing LTC
batteries depends on the actions of all involved from
specification and procurement to design, integration,
production, installation and ultimately, removal
and disposal.
LTC batteries are advanced devices far exceeding the
capabilities of the conventional consumer-type batteries
most are familiar with (alkaline and NiMH for example).
LTC batteries’ extraordinary energy density, high current
capability, long life and tolerance of wide temperature ranges
are only possible if they are not abused.
Water companies, equipment manufacturers and battery
pack assemblers must all have access to or provide accurate
and usable documentation and instructions to ensure that
products are used safely throughout their life-span.
All parties are exposed to risk if documentation confirming
that products meet the required standards and clear
information for correct and safe use cannot be provided.

It is not acceptable to rely on perceived wisdom or to
make assumptions when using a product containing LTC
batteries. While responsible OEMs will consider safety
when making procurement decisions and act accordingly,
water companies must be satisfied that they themselves are
not exposed to unnecessary risk.
LTC cells must be sourced responsibly from manufacturers
with a proven record for safety and cell performance.
LTC cells must be assembled into batteries and equipment
by experienced battery pack designers / manufacturers
with a proven record for safety and strictly monitored
quality processes.
LTC batteries must be specified by OEMs in co-operation
with their battery pack designers who must jointly ensure
that complete and correct documentation is provided
to ensure the safe installation, operation and disposal of
equipment containing LTC batteries.
Water companies must ensure that they have complete and
correct documentation concerning the installation, operation
and disposal of equipment containing LTC batteries and that
contractors and technicians are briefed accordingly.

If you have concerns or questions about the safety of LTC batteries contained within data
loggers, flow meters or leak detection equipment, or if you wish to discuss best practise
for the procurement, design, inspection, replacement and disposal of LTC batteries
please contact Creasefield’s battery safety advisors.
batterysafety@creasefield.co.uk

+44(0)1460 54800
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Contributors

Creasefield

Primayer

Custom battery research, design and production. Creasefield
delivers reliable, commercial, battery-enabled products for
demanding clients and conditions:
• Consistent, dependable performance through SIRA
certification ISO9001, ISO14001, ATEX QAR, ISO1800 and
IPC610 trained staff.
• Operating from a large, multi-unit facility in South
West England, Creasefield batteries are relied upon in
environmental extremes the world over.
• Approved pack manufacturers for Tadiran and Saft and
operating with full technical support.

Primayer’s core business is the design and marketing of
innovative products for water network management,
Primayer’s technology is distinguished by understanding the
future needs of customers, utilising latest technologies and
focusing on ease-of-use. Primayer operates in accordance
with the highest standards in all relationships with customers,
suppliers, the environment and the community.

From the pressure of the operating theatre and the ocean
floor to Alaskan ice fields and the heat of oil refineries,
Creasefield’s clients use battery-enabled equipment in harsh
conditions and demand the highest standards.

Saft

Tadiran
Long lasting, high energy cells. Tadiran Batteries GmbH
provide more power from less space, combining unparalleled
reliability, long-life and powerful performance – their cells
have proven servicable up to and beyond 25 years.
From research and design, world class ISO 9001:2000
certified manufacturing and quality assurance, to a global
sales and distribution network Tadiran is one of the leading
manufacturers of primary (non-rechargeable) lithium batteries
in Europe.
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Primayer has modern design and manufacturing facilities in the
United Kingdom with certification to ISO9001 & ISO14001,
plus offices in France, Malaysia and India as well as a global
network of distributors.

Advanced-technology batteries for industry. Saft products are
widely acknowledged to be reliable, safe, cost-efficient, longlife and respectful of the environment.
Saft has for many years been the world leader in the design
and manufacture of nickel-based and primary lithium batteries
for industrial use. Saft is the world leader in space and defence
batteries with its Li-ion technologies, which are also deployed
in energy storage, transportation and telecommunications.
• All Saft manufacturing sites are certified ISO 9001.
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